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Types of wheels

Mechanisms Knowledge Organiser – Year 1

Tips for teachers
Ensure a variety of different shaped boxes are available
so children can select the one most appropriate for their
design.
Provide wheels with a range of diameters and
thicknesses for children to explore and select the most
suitable.
A card disc glued onto a wooden/MDF wheel is easy to
draw
on or
topaper
addsticks
details using felt tip pens.
Dowel
Cardboard box
usedatotrailer,
make axle
To add
use flat magnets glued onto the ends of
boxes (opposite poles outwards) or short pieces of pipe
Wheel
cleaner
bent to form a h k and e e .
Plastic
Homework
ask children to complete a checklist of
tubing or
straw
different
types of vehicles and how many of each one
they see in their local area.
Homework ask the children to record a range of
wheeled toys. They could record in writing or with
pictures such as drawings, cut outs or photographs.

Do we want to pull or push it?
Which way moves best?

Wheels and Axles

Vocabulary

Wood/card/MDF

Plastic

Cotton reels

Ways to FixDesigning,
Wheels
making and evaluating a small
Two different ways to fix wheels
wheeled trolley that will carry tools to use in
the school
gardenmoving
or for a character
Ways
to hold
axlesin a story

Tight fitting hole
for axle, loosely
fixed wheels

Loose fitting hole
for axle, tightly
fixed wheels

Plasticine or
Useful resources at www.data.org.uk
masking tape

• Types
Working
wheels and axles (9-11 years but contains
ofwith
wheels
useful information)
EYFS Resources
• Let's Look at Vehicles PowerPoints with a range of
heel i h di c i n
m
and de ign a ehicle
f an alien ac i i and le n lanning.
Wood/card/MDF

Plastic

Cotton reels

Foam covered reels

• Toys Activities and goals for teaching about toys,
including building a toy collection and practical skills.

Ways to hold moving axles

• Use
D&T
Primary issue 34 Innovations in wheel design. Years
pairs of clothes pegs glued with PVA to the
4-6.
underside
of a box.

Engineer Study

Check the peg holes are large enough to allow
axles to move freely.
Make sure they –
are
aligned1/2
carefully
so the and
Mechanisms
Years
– Wheels
vehicle moves in a straight line when the wheel
and axle mechanism is added.

George Stephenson

axles

Use card triangles with holes for the axle.

He is known as the ‘Father of the
Check the holes are large enough to allow the
axle to move freely.
Railways’.
Make sure opposite triangles are aligned
carefully so the vehicle moves in a straight line
when the wheel and axle mechanism is added.


He played a key role in developing the
Use large paper/plastic straws fixed with
masking tape to the underside of a box.
railways system in Britain.
Check straws are positioned carefully so the
vehicle will move in a straight line when the
wheel and axle mechanisms are added.
Make sure the straw hole is large enough to
allow the axle to move freely. The wheels must
be fixed tightly to the axle.



The train helped people move around
the country.
© The Design and Technology Association

Should there be sections for
different items? How big does
each section need to be?

Foam covered reels

How many wheels will it
need?

How will I check the trolley is
fit for the user and for its
purpose as I make it?
What do I think about my final
product.

What do I think about my final
product.

Glossary
Axle a rod on which one or more wheels can rotate, either
freely or be fixed to and turn with the axle.
Axle holder the component through which an axle fits and
rotates.
Chassis the frame or base on which a vehicle is built.
Friction resistance which is encountered when two things
rub together.
Dowel wooden rods used for making axles to hold wheels.

Reflect on and refine ideas a
designs as the process devel

Frequently test the movemen
design of the trolley with and
without contents.

Axle holder the component through which an axle fit
rotates.
Chassis the frame or base on which a vehicle is built.
Friction resistance which is encountered when two thi
rub together.
Dowel wooden rods used for making axles to hold wh

Chassis: the frame or base
on which a vehicle is built.

designs as the process develops.

Reflect and evaluate against the
original design criteria.

Think about and collect reso
Select appropriate tools.

Axle holder: the
component through which
Glossary
Axle axle
a rod onfits
whichand
one or more
wheels can rotate, e
an
rotates.
freely or be fixed to and turn with the axle.

and model ideas using the boxes.

Frequently test the movement and
© of
The
design
the Design
trolley withand
and Technology
without contents.

Talk about and combine ide
create designs.

Reflect and evaluate agains
original design criteria.

Discuss and consider the best size

Which
way moves best?
Use large
paper/plastic
straws
with
Try fixed
out existing
trolleys and test out
ideas including different types of
masking tape to the underside
of a box.
handles.
Check
straws are positioned carefully so the
How could it be appealing as
as functional?
vehicle willwell
move
in a straight line when the
Talk about and combine ideas to
wheelWhat
and
axle
mechanisms
are added.
tools,
resources
and
create
designs.
materials will we need?
Make sure the straw hole is large
enough to
Think about and collect resources
I do ifto
something
allow What
the will
axle
move freely.Select
Theappropriate
wheelstools.
must
does not work as planned?
be fixed tightly to the axle. Reflect on and refine ideas and
How will I check the trolley is
fit for the user and for its
purpose as I make it?

Axle: a rod on which one or
more wheels can rotate,
either freely or be fixed to
and turn with the axle.
What will I do if something
does not work as planned?

What type
of wheels will
be holes for
and material
from the wheels
Use card
triangles
with
the axle.
best?
available.
Check the holes are large enough
Talk aboutto
theallow
surfaces the
the trolley
What does it need to carry?
might have to travel over.
axle to move freely.
and list the things that
Make sure opposite triangles Discuss
are aligned
need to be carried.
Should so
therethe
be sections
for moves in a straight line
carefully
vehicle
different items? How big does
Use drawings and collect different
wheneach
thesection
wheel
is added.
needand
to be?axle mechanism
sized and shaped
boxes. Clarify
Do we want to pull or push it?

Try out existing trolleys and te
ideas including different type
handles.

How could it be appealing as
well as functional?
What tools, resources and
materials will we need?

i e a i of
e clothes
ce i hepegs
ela i nglued
hi be with
een aPVA
il to
idea
and
UseAnpairs
the
how they are communicated and clarified through activity. This is an
underside
athe
box.
example ofof
how
iterative design and make process might be
experienced
by anholes
individual
pupil
duringenough
this project:to allow
Check
the peg
are
large
axles to move freely.
THOUGHT
Make sure
they are aligned carefully ACTION
so the
Who am
I makingin
theatrolley
Talkwhen
about and
explore
a range of
vehicle
moves
straight
line
the
wheel
for?
existing wheeled products.
and axle mechanism is added.

Use drawings and collect dif
sized and shaped boxes. Cla
and model ideas using the b

Association

Friction: resistance which is
encountered when two
things rub together.
Dowel: wooden rods used
for making axles to hold
wheels.

